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CNT-POLYIMIDE NANOCOMPOSITE PIEZORESISTIVE THIN FILM DEVICES
FOR STRAIN AND PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
Qiuyan Li, M.S.
University of Pittsburgh, 2015
In this thesis, piezoresistive thin film devices made of carbon nanotube (CNT)-polyimide (PI)
nanocomposite were fabricated and characterized. Based on the percolation threshold, the CNTPI nanocomposites with five different CNT weight ratios were chosen and made by suspension
mixture method. The CNT-PI nanocomposite suspensions were deposited on the polyimide
substrate by a drop-on-demand piezoelectric inkjet printer to fabricate piezoresistive thin film
devices. The electrical impedance and the strain of the nanocomposite thin films under uniaxial
tension and uniform pressure were characterized, and the strain sensor gauge factors were
calculated. The temperature and humidity effect on the performance of the nanocomposite thin
film devices were evaluated: the temperature coefficient was measured and the methods for
temperature compensation were proposed; the resistance changes of the nanocomposites with
humidity variation were monitored, and Parylene-C thin film coating was used to eliminate or
reduce the humidity effect. The piezoresistive nanocomposite thin film devices are used for
pressure measurements. Finally, the sensitivities of the CNT-PI nanocomposite of different
geometrical shapes under different types of load were defined and the values of sensitivities were
evaluated by experiments. The inkjet printing method showed its advantages over the traditional
thin film fabrication methods for its ability to precisely control the geometry and the uniformity
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of the nanocomposite thin film. The research results demonstrated that CNT-PI piezoresistive
nanocomposite devices are promising candidates for flexible strain/pressure sensing applications.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Strain sensor has been widely used in numerous industrial, civil, medical and aerospace fields
[5]. And strain measurement is essential for many other physical quantities measurements. For
example, stress can be determined from strain based on solid mechanics principles, and indirect
measurements of force, pressure and temperature can also be achieved by strain measurement
[1].
There are various kinds of techniques to measure the strain or displacement response in a
mechanical structure, and they can be grouped into either noncontact or contact methods [2].
Typical noncontact methods are laser strain micrometry and optical microscope, where laser
strain micrometry use laser beam reflection to characterize the transverse strain response of a
structure [3], and optical microscope can only be used at low frequency response region [4].
Contact methods include resistive strain gauge, differential capacitive strain gauge and linear
variable differential transformer (LVDT) [5]. The differential capacitive strain gauge measures
the output voltage of two differential parallel plate capacitors, and the LVDT measures the
output voltage of two differential transformers, both use the voltage output to reflect the structure
displacement change. The electrical resistance strain gauge is the most common transducer to
measure strain. In order to measure the strain of a mechanical component, the resistance strain
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gauge is usually attached on the component directly, and once the component is loaded, the
gauge is also deformed and the strain of the component can be determined by the accurately
measured resistance change of the gauge [1]. Resistance strain gauges use metal foil or
piezoresistive semiconductor thin film to characterize static or dynamic strain variations. Most
metal strain gauges have gauge factor between 2 and 5, and they are rigid which makes them not
suitable for small flexible deformation measurement [6]. Polymer based piezoresistive
nanocomposites, on the contrary, have shown better structural flexibility and higher gauge factor
[5][6][7][8]. In sum, piezoresistive nanocomposite strain gauge is good candidate for tactile
strain sensing and pressure testing.
Several methods have been used for fabricating the thin film of nanocomposites, like spin
coating method for ZnO- polyimide (PI) nanocomposites [5] and manually painting using
transfer pipe for single wall Carbon nanotube (swCNT)-PI nanocomposites [6]. By introducing
inkjet printing method, the geometry of the transducer thin film can be better controlled and the
uniformity of the thin film can be improved. There are a lot of nanocomposite materials whose
piezoresistive properties have been studied, like ZnO-PI [5], swCNT-PI [6], CNT-Epoxy [7] and
CNT-PMMA [8]. In this research, swCNT-PI nanocomposite is chosen. Based on some previous
research [6], the viscosity of the swCNT-PI suspension is relative low that generating the drops
during inkjet printing is easier.
In this thesis, swCNT-PI nanocomposites with different CNT weight ratio were
fabricated, and then printed on the polyimide substrate. The piezoresistive property of the
nanocomposites was investigated and then the nanocomposite with the best sensitivity was
found. The possible temperature and humidity effect on the performance on the nanocomposite
sensors were considered, and the compensation methods were proposed. Depending on the
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complexity of the application requirement, more precise definitions of sensitivity of sensors with
different shape and types of load were derived, and the sensitivity of the swCNT-PI
nanocomposite strain/pressure sensor was obtained through experiments.

1.2

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The objective of this study is to demonstrate that Carbon Nanotube-Polyimide Nanocomposite is
a good candidate as transducer in a strain/pressure sensor and that inkjet printing method is a
viable processing method to fabricate the transducer thin film. To achieve this goal, three
research tasks will be performed in this study: fabricate the nanocomposite thin film using inkjet
printing method; characterize the strain sensing performance of the nanocomposite thin film
transducer when force or pressure is applied; evaluate the temperature effect on the transducer
and determine the temperature coefficient of the piezoresistive nanocomposite devices; and
finally evaluate the humidity impact on the transducer, and study the performance of Parylene
coating to eliminate effect of humidity.
-

Fabrication the CNT-Polyimide nanocomposite thin film using inkjet printing
method:

Previous work on the CNT-Polyimide thin film devices used spin coating method to deposit thin
layer of nanocomposite on silicon substrate [5], or manually paint the nanocomposite slurry on
the plastic substrate [6] for device fabrication. Using small brush to paint a thin layer CNTPolymer nanocomposites was found to be inconsistent in device fabrication thought it is a very
simply approach. Compared to these methods, inkjet printing method has shown advantages in
the fabrication of functional materials and devices [10][11][12].
3

Inkjet printing fabrication of devices would offer some unique advantages including fastprototyping of functional devices, easy control of the geometrical shape of devices and good
uniformity of the material components deposited.
-

Gauge factor/Sensitivity evaluation of CNT-Polyimide nanocomposite:

Gauge factor/sensitivity is the most important parameter for the evaluation of piezoresistive
device. Gauge factor is defined as the relative resistance change per unit longitudinal
strain

.

Large gauge factor is always preferable for high sensitive strain sensing

applications. In the experimental study, two loading methods will be applied to the specimen on
which the CNT/Polymer nanocomposite devices is fabricated to assess the gauge factors:
uniaxial tension and pressure. And two electric testing methods will be used to find the electric
resistance change verse the applied mechanical strain: DC resistance measurement and AC
electrical impedance spectroscopy measurement for CNT/polymer nanocomposite sensors under
different strain levels. The electrical impedance spectroscopy measurement allows the extraction
of equivalent DC resistance at very low frequency range, and the equivalent capacitance at a
characteristic frequency of the of the piezoresistive nanocomposite device.
The deformation of the thin film of different shape under different kind of load would
vary, and the mathematical definition of sensitivity would be different from the Gauge factor
definition, the specific definition and the values of the sensitivity of trapezoid and ring shaped
thin film need to be studied.
-

Measurement of temperature coefficient of nanocomposite piezoresistors and
evaluation of the humidity effect on the device performance:

Temperature and humidity are two major factors that would interfere the performance of the
piezoresistive nanocomposite strain sensors. In this study, the temperature coefficient of the
4

nanocomposite strain sensor will be characterized. For the compensation of temperature effect, it
is suggested that a dual sensor configuration will be applied when the device is applied to strain
measurement.

In a previous research work, Parylene-C coating has been shown to be an

effective packaging material to eliminate the humidity effect in acoustic wave gas sensor [9]. In
this work, the same strategy will be used to reduce the potential humidity effect of the
CNT/polymer piezoresistive strain sensor. How the nanocomposite strain sensor could respond
to humidity will be examined systematically by monitoring the resistance change at different
humidity levels. The electrical resistance of the same group of devices will be tested again after
Parylene thin film is coated on the surface to show if the Parylene coating layer can effectively
eliminate and substantially reduce the humidity effect on the strain gauge.
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2.0

2.1

RESEARCH BACKGROUND

STRAIN AND PRESSURE SENSOR

The electrical resistance strain gauge is the most common used strain transducer. It was invented
by Edward E. Simmons and Arthur C. Ruge in 1938 [13][14]. The strain gauge usually consists a
strain sensitive thin film made of metal or semiconductor material and an insulating backing
carrier of the thin film. The principle of the strain gauge is based on the fact that the electrical
resistance of the metal or semiconductor thin film would change if the thin film deforms [15].
The resistance strain gauge also forms the basis for a variety of other transducers like load cells,
pressure transducers and torque meters [15].
There are two types of working principles of the strain gauge: extension and
compression. For extension gauges, the strain gauge is elongated and cross section area narrows,
so the resistance would increase under the load; while for compression gauges, the resistance
decreases [1].

Figure 2.1 Strain gauge principle [16]
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Different configurations of strain gauge have been invented to meet the complex
requirements for different types of strain, stress and pressure measurement. This includes strain
gauge rosettes for strain on different direction and diaphragm strain gauges [17][18][19][20].
Figure 2.2, 2.3 and 2.5 show some of the configurations. The original single grid gage could only
be used when the stress at the point of measurement is known to be uniaxial and the directions of
the principal axes are known in experimental stress analysis. Due to the limitation of the single
grid gauge, strain gauge rosettes were invented to measure the biaxial stress states. By definition,
a strain gauge rosette is an arrangement of two or more closely positioned gauges, which are
oriented separately to measure the normal strains along different directions in the surface of the
test part [18]. The configuration of strain gauge rosettes is described by rosette type and rosette
constructions. Three basic types of strain gauge rosettes are shown in figure 2.2: the two
elements 90-degree or tee rosette (a), which can be employed when the principal strain directions
are known in advance and cylindrical pressure vessels and shafts in torsion are typical examples;
the three elements (b) and (c), which can be used in more general cases when the directions of
the principal directions of the surface stress is uncertain [17]. All three types of rosettes can be
manufactured in both planar and stacked versions, where planer construction gives minimal
reinforcing effect and better heat dissipation to the test part while stacked construction can be
installed on small spaces where its planar counterpart couldn’t be fit in [18].
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Figure 2.2 Basic rosette types classified by grid orientation (a) tee; (b) 45°-rectangular; (c) 60°-delta [18]

Figure 2.3 Rectangular rosettes (of the same gauge length) in planar and stacked construction [18]

The traditional strain gauge is metallic strain gauge, who use zigzag grid of thin foil
bonded on the substrate like which are shown in figure 2.2-2.4. The typical gauge factors for
metallic strain gauge are from 2 to 5 [1]. The other type of element used for strain gauge is
semiconductor, who also exhibits a change in resistance under load. Comparing to metallic strain
gauge, the semiconductor gauge exhibits very large gauge factor 5-200, and exhibits higher
resistance, longer fatigue life, and lower hysteresis under some conditions [15]. Using
semiconductor materials, the strain gauge can be more flexible than metallic strain gauge.
However, the strain sensitivity of the semiconductor strain gauge is easier affected by
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temperature [15]. For resistance strain gauge, piezoresistive materials are common used among
semiconductor materials.
Wheatstone bridge is often used as the circuit for resistance changes of strain gauge
measurement. Though, there are several variations of Wheatstone bridge for different
applications, the configuration of the Wheatstone bridge is similar: there are four resistors that
connected in a loop to form a basic bridge, and one of the resistor is the strain gauge which is a
potentiometer (variable resistor). Input voltage is applied across two junctions and the output
voltage the other two junctions. When the resistance of the stain gauge changes and output
voltage would change with it, comparing the voltage change with the original value the
resistance change and the strain can be calculated.
A pressure sensor converts a measured pressure into a mechanical or electrical signal
[15]. A pressure transducer consist a primary sensor and a secondary sensor. The primary sensor
is an elastic element who deforms or deflects under pressure, and the common elastic elements
are shown in figure 2.4: Bourdon tube is a curved metal tube with an elliptical cross section that
deforms with the pressure difference between the outside and inside the tube; the bellows and the
capsule sensing elements are thin walled flexible metal tubes, the length of which changes with
the variation of difference between external and internal pressure; a diaphragm is a thin elastic
circular plate supported about its circumference, and the deformation of the diaphragm is
proportional to the pressure difference [15]. Strain gauge elements, capacitance elements and
piezoelectric crystal elements are typical secondary elements which converts the deflection of the
elastic elements into a measureable signal like electrical voltage or mechanical rotation [15].
Piezoelectric crystal elements are effective elements for dynamic pressure measurement;
capacitance elements can be created when a fixed metal plate is placed above or below a metallic
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diaphragm; and a strain gauge can be bonded directly on the diaphragm. Figure 2.5 shows two
industrialized patterns of strain gauge diaphragm for pressure sensing.

Figure 2.4 Elastic elements used as pressure sensor [15]

Figure 2.5 Micro Measurements diaphragm strain gauges for pressure transducers [19]

2.2

PIEZORESISTIVE MATERIALS

Piezoresistive strain gauges can use single crystal silicon and polycrystalline silicon as
the transducer element. However, polymer matrix nanocomposites are becoming a set of
materials for piezoresistive strain sensing especially for small strain and flexible sensing, due to
their structural flexibility and the possibility of combining multiple function. A giant
10

piezoresistive effect has been observed in silicon nanowires [21]. Piezoresistive properties of
crystalline and polycrystalline silicon nanowires have been investigated [22]. ZnO nanowires
have been investigated in the past few years [23]. The electrical and mechanical properties of
carbon nanotubes and the piezoresistive property of carbon nanotube-polymer nanocomposites
have been studied for strain sensor utilization [24][25].
The widely used nano-scale carbon filler particles for nanocomposite strain sensors are
swCNT [6][26], mwCNT [7][8][27], carbon nanofibers [29], carbon nanoblacks [28] and
graphene [30]. The influence of the type of nano scale filler on the piezoresistivity of the sensor
is significant [31]. And the insulating polymer matrices, like epoxy [8], PMMA [7], EMMA
[27], PE [26][27], and PI [5][6] etc., have small influence on the piezoresistivity, and the only
significant influence is that the viscosity of the nano-filler polymer suspension would vary
depending on the different type of polymer and that would determine the characteristics of the
mixing and dispersing process [31]. Previous researches show that the gauge factor of ZnO-PI
nanocomposite can reach to 100 [5]. And a lot of researches have been done on the piezoresistive
CNT-polymer nanocomposite strain sensors, for example, Hu et al reported the gauge factor of
mwCNT-Epoxy can reach to 20~25 under maximum strain of 0.006 [8], Loh et al made swCNTPE with sensitivity of 0.1~0.8 [26], Kang at al reported mwCNT-PMMA has gauge factor of 5
with maximum strain of 0.0015 [7], and gauge factor of swCNT-PI from Wang et al is 5 and the
max strain is 0.02 [6]. Besides, polyimide has better thermal stability and mechanical properties
[32].
Generally, CNT-Polymer nanocomposites do not have the larger sensitivity comparing to
some other nanotube/nanowire-polymer nanocomposites. However, the broad strain testing range
which decided by the good mechanical property of CNT and the easiness of fabricating the
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nanocomposite still make it a good candidate for fabrication the thin film by innovated
fabricating method for strain and pressure testing.

2.3

2.3.1

INKJET PRINTING TECHNOLOGY

Printing Technology History

Though the first inkjet like device was invited by William Thomson in 1858, the rapid
development of this technology started off at late 1950s [33]. There are several kinds of inkjet
printing technology has been developed since then, and the classification is shown in Fig. 2.1,
and among them piezoelectric and thermal inkjet are the dominants in this field.

Figure 2.6 Classification of inkjet printing technology [34]

Continuous Inkjet printing (CIJ) emerged in early 1960s was elaborated for inkjet bar
coding in Stanford University. By applying a pressure wave pattern to the print head orifice, the
ink stream can be broken into droplets of uniform size and spacing [35]. With this controlled jet
break up mechanism, the drops could be charged selectively as they emerged out the continuous
jet and the charged drops were deflected towards several positons to form an image on the
12

substrate when passing through an electric field, while the uncharged drops can be captured by
the re-circulated system. The A.B. Dick Company made the first commercial CIJ product in
1968, and then Sharp, IBM, Honeywell developed their own licensed technology with further
development of multiple drop defection, increased drop frequency, and multi-jet printing
respectively [33].
Instead of firing drops continuously, it is also possible to create drops only when an
actual pulse is provided, which is called drop-on-demand (DOD) technique. The DOD technique
is much more widely used than CIJ majorly because there is no need to use the complicated
hardware for charging electrodes, deflecting electrodes and re-circulation system [33]. The first
DOD technique also emerged in 1960s. For a DOD printhead, the ink is held in the nozzle by a
negative pressure and by applying a high voltage pulse to electrodes located outside the nozzle, a
drop of ink is pulled out by the deflection of the nozzle [36]. Among the four DOD printing
techniques, the piezoelectric inkjet printing and thermal inkjet printing are the two most
important printing technique at present.
The basic idea about thermal inkjet printing was brought up in 1960s, which is a drop of
ink could be generated by boiling aqueous ink at certain time instances. But the idea was
abandoned until Canon and HP picked it up. In 1979, Canon re-invented the DOD printhead
called bubblejet which is actuated by a water vapor bubble, and the droplet was ejected in a
perpendicular direction from the evaporating bubble. While HP introduced its low cost inkjet
printer called top shooter design with jetting direction in line with the evaporating bubble in
1984 [33].
Another DOD technique is called piezoelectric inkjet (PIJ), which use a piezo electrical
unit to convert an electrical driving voltage into a mechanical deformation of the ink chamber to
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generate the pressure required for the drop formation from the nozzle [33]. There are several
patents in 1970s and 1980s that contribute the development of this technology. First squeeze
mode PIJ was proposed by Zoltan of Clevite Company in 1972 [37]. A hollow tube of
piezoelectric material is used and the ink chamber would be squeezed and force out a drop when
a voltage is applied on the material [37]. In 1973, a bend mode of operation was used in paten of
Stemme of Chalmers University, and the wall of the ink chamber is made of a diaphragm bonded
with a piezoelectric ceramic which would bend under voltage [38]. Kyser et al. patented similar
bending mode PIJ with different shape of actuation plate in 1976 [39]. S. Howkins of Exxon in
1984 described the push mode (or bump mode) operation where a piezoelectric element pushes
against an ink chamber wall to deform the ink chamber and the electrical field is applied in the
poling direction and the deformation is in the same or perpendicular direction to the poling
direction [33]. Finally, the shear mode was proposed by Fischbeck, where the electric field is
perpendicular to the poling direction of the piezoelectric ceramic [33]. Till then, the commonly
adapted categorizations of PIJ have all been introduced.

2.3.2

Drop formation Principles of Inkjet printer

After a brief historical review on inkjet printing technology, the principles of the piezoelectric
inkjet printer and different actuation principle will be briefly summarized in this section.

Figure 2.7 Classification of piezoelectric inkjet printhead actuation principles [33]
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The driving force of a piezoelectric inkjet printhead is driven by this ‘inverse
piezoelectric effect’, where the structure of the material would be deformed when an external
electric field is applied. And there are three major modes of actuation: bump, bend and shear
mode as it is introduced in the previous section. A bump mode actuator has the actuation
movement directed along the polarization of the piezoelectric material, and in order to deform an
ink channel, the piezoelectric elements need to be supported by a substrate which supplies the
reaction force. The substrate would introduce mechanical stress and the piezoelectric behavior
would be influenced. While bending mode actuators bend the complete channel wall or part of
channel wall which are made of piezoelectric materials themselves. In both bump mode and bend
mode actuation, electric field is applied in the same direction as the polarization direction. Shear
mode actuators use electric field applied perpendicular to the polarization direction which result
in a shear deformation parallel to the polarization direction [33].

2.3.3

Previous Application of Inkjet printer as fabrication methods

As reviewed in the previous sections, inkjet printing technique has been developed a major
fabrication method to print text and images onto papers and other porous surfaces [33]. While in
the recent few decades, it has been developed to be used as a fabrication method for fabricating
electrical mechanical devices with different kinds of materials [40].
Kaydanova et al. used direct write inkjet printing to fabricate tunable circuits [41]. This
circuit is made of BST films, which is deposited on MgO substrate by using MicroFab MikroJet
to print this solution (BST). The printhead was driven by a computer-controlled wave form
generator with a frequency of 20 kHz and multiple layers were printed for thicker films.
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Van Osch et al. DOD inkjet printing conductive tracks on polymeric substrates [42]. A
silver ink with 20wt% silver nanoparticles suspended in ethylene glycol/ethanol mixture was
inkjet printed on transparent polyarylate film performed by using a piezoelectric Dimatix DMP
2800 (Fuji film). The printhead contained 16 parallel squared nozzles and the suspension was
printed at 16 V, a 5 kHz frequency and a customized wave form, and the substrate heated to
60 .

Rausch et al. printed piezoresistive strain sensors with the combination of using screen
printing and inkjet printing [43]. Steel is used as substrate in their research, so an insulating layer
between sensing layer and the substrate is built by screen print polyester resin on the substrate.
Two sensing layers were used: first one which is made by thermally cross-linking silver
suspension was screen printed on the insulating layer. The second layer was inkjet printed by
PEDOT: PSS a conductive polymer water based suspension by a Dimatix inkjet printer (Fuji
Film).
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3.0

PIEZORESISTIVE PROPERTY CHARACTERIZATION OF CNT-POLYIMIDE
NANOCOMPOSITE DEVICES

3.1

INTRODUCTION

Piezoresistive materials have long been used as the transducer elements for pressure or strain
testing. The piezoresistive strain gauge has a larger gauge factor, which will be discussed later, to
be a parameter to qualify sensitivity of a strain sensor. Many semi-conductive materials have
been studied as candidates for strain sensor. In this research, single wall carbon nanotubepolyimide nanocomposite is the object.
In this chapter, the piezoresistive property of the carbon nanotube nanocomposite will be
studied. The background theory will be reviewed first, followed by the experimental setup and
procedure. Starting at the concept of strain gauge, definition of gauge factor, piezoresistive
effect, and percolation theory, the background knowledge is built up. Then an equivalent circuit
of the nanocomposite transducer is then presented which not only represents the electrical
property of the nanocomposite thin film, but also shows which parameters should be tested
during experimental study to investigate the electrical properties of the nanocomposite.
The carbon nanotube (CNT) polyimide nanocomposites with a series of CNT weight
ratios are fabricated, and then inkjet printing processing is applied to deposit thin film devices on
a polyimide substrate. Prior to the deposition, interdigitated transducer (IDT) electrodes are
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formed on the substrate by depositing a gold thin film using shadow mask and a sputter coating
system. Once the nanocomposite thin film device has been printed and baked in the oven, the
nanocomposite strain sensors are ready to be tested.
Two loading methods are applied to the specimens on whom the CNT/Polymer
nanocomposite devices are fabricated to assess the piezoresistive gauge factors: uniaxial tensile
loading and uniform pressure loading. Both electrical impedance spectroscopy and DC electrical
resistance measurement are used to show electrical property of the nanocomposite thin film
devices. The electrical properties can be analyzed based on the testing results. The optimal
weight ratio of CNT to polymer matrix in the nanocomposite devices with high gauge factor can
be concluded.

3.2

3.2.1

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Strain Gauge

Figure 3.1 Rectangular Resistance

A rectangular conductor is illustrated in figure 3.1, whose resistance is given by
(3.1)
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where , and

are the resistivity of the material, the total length and the cross-section

area of the conductor respectively.
By taking the natural logarithm on both sides of Equation (3.1),
(3.2)

Then take the derivative to get
(3.3)

Given

,

and the definition of Possion’s ratio

,

and

. We have

(3.4)

Substitute (3.4) into (3.3) to have
(3.5)

Finally,
(3.6)
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On the right hand side, the first two terms represent the resistance change caused by the
variance in geometry which includes the increase in length and the decrease in cross section area.
The last term represents the piezoresistive property of the material, which indicates the resistivity
change with strain.

3.2.2

Gauge factor and Sensitivity

The gauge factor of a material is defined as
(3.7)

The gauge factor shows the relationship between the resistant change and the deformation
of the material when uniaxial load is applied. The gauge factor for a metallic strain gauge is
dominated by the geometry terms and the gauge factor of piezoresistive gauges is dominated by
the last term of equation (3.6). For a specific material, the gauge factor remains constant, and this
makes it a good candidate for strain testing. Acting as strain sensor, the gauge factor of the
material of the transducer represents the sensitivity of the sensor. The strain and force or pressure
obey linear relationship which shows the mechanical property of the material, so the larger the
gauge factor, the electric signal obtained by get the resistance change would be larger with small
strain.
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3.2.3

Piezoresistive Effect

Piezoresistive effect refers to the phenomenon of some material that the resistivity of the material
changes with strain. From Equation 3.6, the last term on the right hand side (

) shows how

piezoresistive effect affects resistance.
The resistance change with strain of most metal is dominated by the geometry changes
which for instance is increased length and decrease in cross section area in tension. While in
semiconductor materials, it could be dominated by the

term, and it can be several orders

larger in magnitude than the resistance change due to geometry effect. And this is the reason that
why semiconductor’s usage in strain gauges has been draw so many attentions in recent years.
Both piezoresistive effect term and geometry term in Equation 3.6 are approximately
constant during operation range. So there exist a linear relationship of resistance change with
strain and it could be represented by gauge factor (GF) defined in the previous section.
In molecular scale, the piezoresistive effect can be explained by two reasons. One is
about bandgap, when semi-conducting material is subjected to force and strain occurs, there will
be changes in inter-atomic spacing which makes it easier or harder for electrons to be raised in to
the conduction band. For instance, when extension applied on the carbon nanotube, it is harder
for electrons to go to conduction band because the inter-atomic spacing grows, and resulting in
larger resistance based on this theory. The other is tunneling effect. The tunneling resistance
between two neighboring CNTs can be approximated as [44]:
(3.8)
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J—tunneling current density, V—electrical potential difference, e—the quantum of
electricity, m—mass of electron, h—Planck’s constant, d—the distance between CNTs, —the

height of barrier and A—cross section of the tunnel.

Figure 3.2 Tunneling effect model [44]

When it is subjected to extension for instance, the contacted CNT would be separated; it
may introduce the tunneling resistance and make the overall resistance increases. The resistance
change with strain may get contribution from the both reasons addressed above.

3.2.4

Percolation Theory

Composites containing conduction fillers in insulating polymers become electrically conductive
when the filler content exceeds a critical value, known as percolation threshold. The percolation
threshold is characterized by a sharp jump in the conductivity by many orders of magnitude. The
sharp jump is attributed to the formation of a three dimensional conductive network of the fillers
within the polymer matrix. Percolation threshold is determined by plotting the electrical
conductivity as a function of the mass fraction of the conductive filler.
Based on the theory stated above, by making the carbon nanotube polyimide
nanocomposite with different weight ratio of carbon nanotube, the conductivity of the composite
will increase as the weight ratio of the conductor increases. Percolation formula is given by
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, where x is the concentration of CNT, a is the percolation threshold, b is the

critical exponent and c is a constant. By making this plot, the percolation threshold of the
nanocomposites can be found.
Locating the percolation threshold is critical in this research, because the concentrations
of CNT of the research should around it where the materials are semiconductors.

Figure 3.3 Conductivity of CNT nanocomposites with different weight ratio [6]

Based on the results from Wang et al [6], which is given by the figure 3.3, the percolation
threshold should be between 1% to 2%wt. so the CNT weight ratio of 1.2%, 1.4%, 1.6%, 1.8%
and 2.0% are to be studied in the research, and the electrical properties of samples with the
weight ratios will be further studied.

3.2.5

Equivalent circuit

The equivalent circuit of the nanocomposite thin film can be expressed as a resister connects
with a capacitor in parallel and then connect with a resistor in series [5].
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Figure 3.4 Equivalent circuit of the CNT nanocomposites thin film

The impedance of this model can be derived as follows:
Complex impedance in Cartesian form is given by

, where R (Resistance) is

the real part and X (Reactance) is the imaginary part. Also, the impedance of resistor and
capacitor are given by

and

.

Based on the equivalent circuit, the total impedance of the thin film Z is

So
(3.8)
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The R-X relationship is a semicircle as frequency goes from 0 to infinity. More
specifically, when

; when

,

; and

at the top

of the semicircle. So to evaluate these parameters, the Cole-Cole Plot shall be made.

Figure 3.5 Cole-Cole Plot

3.2.6

Barlow’s Equation and Hook’s Law

The linearized Hook’s Law relates the stress and strain, which is given by
(3.9)

Where E is the Young’s modules, and it is 2.5 GPa (362600 psi) for the polyimide
substrate which is used in the research.
Barlow’s Equation will be used when pressure testing is conducted, and it is used to
relate pressure to the stress on the substrate. It is given as
(3.10)
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Where P is pressure,
vessel and

is stress, is the thickness of the substrate,

is the diameter of the

is the safety factor. For the polyimide substrate that is used in this research,

=0.005 inches. The pressure vessel will be used has an inner diameter ( ) of 2 inches, and the
safety factor would be chosen as 1.5.
3.2.7

Summary of testing method

To measure the piezoresistive property, there are strain to be generated and the resistance to be
measured. There are lots of methods to generate the strain: tensile tester to generate uniaxial
load, cantilever beam can be used to generate static and dynamic strain, and pressure vessel to
apply pressure on the diaphragm to generate strain on radius direction. In this research, the
tensile tester and pressure vessel will be utilized to generate different strain and it will be
discussed in the later sections.
To better understand the electrical property of the CNT-PI nanocomposite, the resistance
and impedance will be measured. By utilizing electrical impedance spectroscopy, the impedance
which includes both real and imaginary part and the capacitance can be obtained. Though the
impedance includes the resistance already, a DC current/voltage source measure unit will still be
used to test the resistance, because it is more convenient to observe the resistance change with
strain at a continuous time domain while impedance spectroscopy capture the impedance at
specific times at a frequency domain which roughly covers frequency from zero to infinity.
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3.3

NANOCOMPOSITE FABRICATION

There are two major steps to fabricate a thin film piezoresistive sensor: fabrication of the
suspension and making the thin film. The quality of the suspension is pretty critical. The
mechanical and electrical properties and the piezoresistivity can all be affected, which are
majorly caused by the distribution of the carbon nanotube in the composite suspension. Proper
procedure of fabrication of suspension makes the carbon nanotubes uniformly distributed in the
polyimide and makes it possible to have higher quality of the final nanocomposite. If the carbon
nanotubes are not dispersed well in the suspension, it is almost impossible to fabricate the thin
film with consistent mechanical and piezoresistive properties, and the data got from the testing
may not be reliable and the repeatability won’t be good, no matter what kind of method people
use to make the thin film of the composite. Once the suspension is fabricated, the thin film shall
be made. Since the viscosity of the suspension is relatively small, the liquid is easily moved
around on the substrate, inkjet printing technology is utilized to maximize the control of the
drops. The amount of suspension on the substrate can be precisely controlled, and so does the
distribution of CNT. The thin film is then ready to be heated and the material will be fully cured.

3.3.1

Suspension Fabrication

The carbon nanotube-polyimide Nanocomposite is fabricated by using solution blending
method which is the most common method. There are three major steps: disperse nanotube in a
suitable solvent, mix with polymer at room temperature and finally cast a film to recover the
composite.
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N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP from Sigma-Aldrich®, 1L, St. Louis, Mo, USA) is used
as solvent because of its chemical compatibility with both carbon nanotube and polyimide. First,
CNT (swCNT commercially available through Aldrich®, 2g, St. Louis, Mo, USA) is dispersed
in NMP with a weight ratio of 1:1000, then, magnetic bar is used to stir the suspension at
1200rpm for one hour and ultrasound for three hours using Branson 5200. During this time,
polyimide (PI from HD® Microsystem, 1 Gal, Parlin, NJ, USA) is diluted in NMP with weight
ratio of 1:2 and stir using magnetic bar at 800rpm for an hour. Suspensions with different CNT
concentration are fabricated by mixing the CNT solution and PI solution with different weight
ratio. To obtain 1.2wt% of CNT-PI suspension, the ratio of combining CNT suspension and PI
solution would be 1201.2:300, similar for 1.4wt% with 1401.4:300, 1.6wt% with 1601.6:300,
1.8wt% with 1801.8:300 and 2wt% with 2002:300. Once they are mixed, stir at 1200rpm for an
hour, then put into ultrasonic water bath for around 10 hours and always ultrasonic for two hours
every time before print the composite on the substrate.
A thin polyimide film is used as substrate of the deposition of the Nanocomposite.
Interdigitated transducer (IDT) electrodes are deposited on the substrate with sputter coater and
shadow mask before making the Nanocomposite thin film. Inkjet printing method is used to
deposit the nanocomposite on the substrate.
Once it’s been print, the thin film should be heated at 120 degree on hotplate for 4
minutes and get it fully curved at 350 degree for one hour in the oven.

3.3.2

Printing Procedure

In order to fabricate a thin film of specific shape by inkjet printer, there are two major steps:
generate drops and design the pattern. Based on the principle of inkjet printing technique,
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pressure inside the reservoir of the material and the wave form of the voltage applied on the
piezoelectric layers in the printer head are the critical parameters need to be controlled to
generate uniformly consistent drops. Back pressure of -2.0 kPa is first decided to make sure the
pressure is large enough to have drops generated by the voltage and not too large that material
would keep dropping from the nozzle without electric voltage applied. If the pressure is too low
there won’t be material coming out no matter how the wave of the voltage is formed. Then the
wave form is decided, and summarized in the following table:
Table 3.1 Voltage Wave Parameter [45]
Action

Time(

)

Magnitude of Voltage(Volt)

Rise

3

----

Dwell

30

30

Fall

3

---

Echo Dwell

40

-30

Final Rise

1

---
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Figure 3.6 Inkjet Printing Station and the operation software [46]

The time and voltage of dwell and echo dwell may vary a little bit depending on the
temperature and humidity of the lab environment and the time that material has been fabricated.
Once the wave form is set, the size and the velocity of the drop would be pretty consistent even
with different carbon nanotube concentration in this case. That is because it is the viscosity of the
material to be print that majorly dominant the wave form needed to get good drops and the
variety in CNT concentration is too small to affect the viscosity that they share same wave form.
Finally, the drops of different CNT concentration are of roughly same size (around 0.1mm in
diameter) with different amount of CNT in. That makes it possible to make samples of same or
different CNT concentration have same size and pattern.
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Figure 3.7 Wave form of drop formation, drop generation procedure and the picture of generated drops of
CNT-PI suspension [46]

The pattern of printing to have a rectangular thin film is shown in Figure 3.8, the
geometry of the pattern is decided by the step size and number of steps on x and y direction.
Since the drop sizes are always the same, the step size would be fixed to 0.1mm on both
directions and the number of steps would be 160 in x and 13 in y direction. Using the step size
that is same with the drop diameter would give continuous rectangle thin film. One layer is build
up once the pattern is finished, and it usually cost 30 min to build. In this research, using four
layers for each sample to have enough material on the substrate that electric property
(piezoresistivity in this case) can be evaluated by the testing method and won’t cost too much
time to fabricate. The

two samples on one substrate for pressure testing are fabricated

simultaneously which means after printing the first layer of sample #1, printing the first layer of
sample #2 starts and then go back to sample #1 to fabricate the second layer and keep working in
this way. So does the samples for tensile testing. In this way, the first layer is almost dried when
the second layer is built, it can prevent the flowing around of the suspension when too much
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liquid is accumulated, and the later layer would fill the discontinuous spaces between the drops
of the previous layer and finally make a continuously uniform thin film.
Though tried to use profiler to test the thickness of the thin film, but the substrate is so
flexible that it is hard to get the true thickness. So the thickness can only be estimated: given the
volume per drop is 120 pl (picoliter 10-12L), making a thin film with 161*14*4 where print 4
drops per trigger, to get 998400 pl per layer and for a four layer film it is 3.4 mm3 (3993600 pl),
with total area 0.1*160*0.1*13=20.8 mm2, to get thickness 163.46 μm, and the ratio of CNT-PI
to solvent is roughly 1:1000, so the final thickness of the thin film after it curved would be about
163.46 nm.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.8 Pattern and Sample printing procedure
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Fig 3.8 shows the pattern of the sample (a) and the real time pictures during printing
among which (b) shows the first row of drops depositing on the substrate with IDT and the (c)
shows the full pattern generated. It shows the precise control of the amount of suspension
deposited on the substrate and the geometry of the thin film.

3.4

CNT NANOCOMPOSITE RESPOND TO UNIAXIAL LOAD

To investigate the piezoresistive property, and obtain the gauge factor more specifically,
applying a uniaxial load and testing the resistance during the load applies is a direct way. In this
section, the uniaxial load will be applied on the substrate. Since the carbon nanotube polyimide
thin film has been well curved and attached on the substrate well enough to make the assumption
that the load applied on the substrate is equal to the load suffered by the nanocomposite thin film
and the longitudinal strain on the substrate is equal to the longitudinal strain of the thin film.
Thus, by recording the longitudinal strain on the substrate and measuring the resistance
simultaneously, the gauge factors of the nanocomposites with different CNT concentration
would be obtained.

3.4.1

Experimental Setup

Figure 3.8 shows a sample that is ready to be tested. The fully curved nanocomposite is
generated on a flexible polyimide substrate with interdigitated transducer (acting as electrodes)
coated on. The substrate will then be fixed in a stress/strain apparatus (figure 3.9 left, AP8214
from Pasco) which equipped with a force sensor stress calculation and a rotary sensor for
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displacement/strain measurement. The ScienceWorkshop® 750 located below the apparatus
samples the data and transfers real time data to the computer where a software (Datastudio)
would record the data. By rotating the crank of stress strain apparatus clock-wise slowly, a
uniaxial load is applied on the substrate. Datastudio start to collect data just when the lever arm
contact with the force sensor and it can be stopped whenever there is enough data needed been
collected.
In the meantime, the nanocomposite will be connected to a current/voltage source
measure unit (figure 3.10 right, Keithley 238) with a Wheatstone bridge building in, and a DC
voltage source of 10 volts can also be generated by the measurement unit, so the real time
resistance of the thin film can be obtained. A GPIB controller (by National Instrument) is used to
transfer the real time data to the computer and recorded by a LabVIEW program.

Figure 3.9 Sample photo
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Figure 3.10 Testing equipment (stress/strain apparatus (left) and current/voltage source measure unit (right))

3.4.2

Results and Discussions

For the samples with five different carbon nanotube concentrations, from 1.2% to 2.0%,
the

vs

(longitudinal strain caused by the load from same direction) can be generated. And

the results are shown in Figure 3.11, and the gauge factor can then be summarized in Figure
3.12.

Figure 3.11 Normalized resistances with strain of CNT concentration from 1.2wt% to 2.0%
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Figure 3.12 Summary of Gauge factor

Based on figure 3.11, it shows that the resistance increase as the extensional load is
applied, which agrees with the theoretical prediction based on tunneling effect. And the
relationship between resistance changes with strain is approximately linear and this slope is
gauge factor which is defined by Equation 3.7. And from figure 3.12, the gauge factors increase
as the carbon nanotube concentration increases, considering the fact that the percolation
threshold is around 1.5% to 2.0%, and the 1.8% is an optimum choice as strain sensor.

3.5

CNT NANOCOMPOSITE RESPOND TO PRESSURE

The sample for pressure testing is built on circular substrate as shown in figure 3.13, the
two thin films on the substrate are two individual thin film with their own electrode pair. They
were built simultaneously with same suspension, of the same pattern with same size and heated
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together with oven, and they would be testing together with same pressure at same time. They
are also mirror image of each other through the line which go through the center of the circular
substrate and parallel to the electrode ‘fingers’. By testing the impedance of the two samples, not
only the electrical property of the nanocomposite can be investigated, but the repeatability of the
fabrication method of the inkjet printing will also be examined.
The diameter of the substrate is 10 mm, while the effective part would be a concentric
circular area of 6 mm in diameter which is also the dimension of the pressure vessel. Each thin
film is a rectangle of 13 mm by 1.3 mm, so when pressure is applied, the strain on radial
direction of the substrate can be taken as the same as the strain on the longitudinal direction of
the thin film.

Figure 3.13 Sample photo

3.5.1

Experimental Setup

A pressure vessel (shock tube) is used to test the piezoresistive property of the
nanocomposite with pressure. The nanocomposite is fixed and sealed in the pressure vessel, and
the pressure comes from the back of the substrate which means the thin film will be suffering
extension. The main objective is still to calibrate the gauge factor of the nanocomposite. But
apart from that, using the set up shown in figure 3.14, the at each pressure state, the deformation
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of the substrate is stationary which gives stationary strain, it is possible to precisely identify the
resolution for the nanocomposite working as strain/pressure sensor. And it can also reversely,
make the samples working as pressure sensor after the gauge factor is calibrated.

Figure 3.14 Testing Equipment

The pressure vessel is connected to a pressure regulator and then to a compressed gas
tank working as the pressure source. By changing the pressure, there is strain on the substrate
and so does the nanocomposite thin film. The pressure can be read from the regulator and the
nanocomposite is connected to a precise electrical impedance analyzer (Agilent 4294A).
Electrical impedance spectroscopy can measure the impedance of a device by applying a small
AC current excitation signal and measuring the voltage drop across the device over a range of
frequencies, and that will produce the frequency spectra of resistive and reactive components of
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the equivalent electrical impedance of the device. So the Cole-Cole plot can be made based on
the data collected. The impedance analyzer can sweep a frequency from 40 Hz to 110 MHz,
which makes a full semi-circle in a Cole-Cole plot. Based on the plot, the maximum Re (Z) (Re
(Z) at the lowest frequency) represents the summation of the series resistance and the parallel
resistance to the capacitance. And the minimum Re (Z) (Re (Z) at the highest frequency)
represents the series resistance can usually be taken as negligible. The maximum –Im (Z) of the
semi-circle, C is the equivalent capacitance and

3.5.2

is the time constant of the material.

Results and Discussions

The pressure testing results of the nanocomposite with CNT concentration of 1.2%, 1.4%, 1.6%,
1.8% and 2.0% are shown in figure 3.15 to 3.19. They show how impedance changes with the
change of pressure.

Figure 3.15 Impedance of test sample with CNT concentration of 1.2wt%
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Figure 3.16 Impedance of test sample with CNT concentration of 1.4wt%

Figure 3.17 Impedance of test sample with CNT concentration of 1.6wt%
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Figure 3.18 Impedance of test sample with CNT concentration of 1.8wt%

Figure 3.19 Impedance of test sample with CNT concentration of 2.0wt%

Based on the Barlow’s equation, the stress on the substrate can be calculated based on the
pressure applied and the geometrical information of the substrate. And based on the linearized
Hook’s law, the strain can be calculated. Since the assumption has been made that the strain on
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the substrate is equal to the strain on the thin film, the relationship of resistance change with
strain can be estimated and the gauge factor can be obtained.
The strain correspond to each pressure level is shown in Table 3.2
Table 3.2 Strain on substrate corresponding to Pressure
P (Psi)

Stress (Psi)

Strain

0

0

0

5

1500

0.004137

10

3000

0.008274

14

4200

0.011583

18

5400

0.014892

22

6600

0.018202

So the resistance change with strain can be plotted and the gauge factors are summarized.

Figure 3.20 Resistance change with strain of the five nanocomposites
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Figure 3.21 Gauge factor/sensitivity of resistance summary

Figure 3.22 Capacitance change with strain of the five nanocomposites
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Figure 3.23 Gauge factor/Sensitivity of Capacitance summary

Based on figure 3.20, it shows that the resistance increase as the extensional pressure is
applied, which agrees with the theoretical prediction based on tunneling effect. And the
relationship between resistance changes with strain is approximately linear and this slope is
gauge factor which is defined by Equation 3.7. And from figure 3.21, the increase in gauge
factor slows down beyond carbon nanotube concentration of 1.4%, and varies slightly around 5.
Comparing with the gauge factors from tensile testing, choosing 1.8% nanocomposite should still
be a good choice.
Figure 3.22 shows the capacitance change with strain. The capacitance decreases as the
pressure is applied and it can be estimated as a linear relationship between the normalized
capacitance and strain. Since the equation of parallel plate capacitance is
(3.11)
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Where

is the dielectric constant,

the strain sensor and

is the electric constant,

is the cross section area of

is the distance between the electrodes.

Under extensional force, there would be a decrease in cross section area and an increase
in distance which finally cause the decrease in capacitance. Figure 3.23 indicates that the
magnitude of capacitance also increases as the concentration of carbon nanotube grow. The
growth also slow down after concentration go beyond 1.4% and vary around 5, which means the
1.8% nanocomposite is also a good choice as sensor testing capacitance under strain. The
absolute value of gauge factor of resistance and capacitance are quite similar so the sensitivities
of the measurement of both are also similar.

3.6

3.6.1

CONCLUSION

Printing technique

From Figure 3.15 to 3.19, the semi-circles are not quite complete, especially for samples with
lower CNT concentration, which may be caused by agglomeration of the material during the
printing procedure. This lower amount of CNT in the composite is reasonable, because the
agglomeration would have a more serious impact on the electric and piezoresistive properties. So
an improvement is made when fabricating the samples for temperature by changing the materials
in the reservoir during printing.
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3.6.2

Tensile testing and Pressure testing results comparing

By comparing the gauge factor obtained by tensile testing and pressure vessel testing, the change
in gauge factor with respect to strain obey the similar trend which is the increased slowing as
concentration of carbon nanotube go beyond 1.4% and varying slightly around certain value.
However, the gauge factors from tensile testing are all smaller than those from pressure testing.
There are factors that may challenge the credibility of the result of tensile testing. When
the sample is being tested on the instrument, there is always torsion on the sample, and when the
sample is twisted, the actual deformation of the thin film would be different from the
deformation caused by pure uniaxial strain. That may make the resistance changes of the thin
film different from the changes under uniaxial tension. The other factor is that the resistance and
the strain were collected by two programs; one collected data every 0.1 second while the other
every 1 second. There were always misalignments, because the results were collected based on
different timelines.
The results from pressure testing eliminate the effects. By fixing the boundary of the
sample, the pressure would only vary on the radius direction, which makes no torsion on the
sample. It makes it possible to keep the substrate deformation at some specific strain so that the
impedance can be collected at a relatively steady state. However, the data of the pressure testing
may also have flaws. Although, the ratio of the two edges of the rectangular thin film is high, the
deformation of the thin film is not uniform on the short edge which along radius direction of the
circular substrate. The simplified Hook’s Law does not precisely describe the stress strain
relationship. Modifications on the gauge factor definition and the shape of the transducer will be
discussed in the following chapters.
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Regardless of the possible errors on the value of gauge factors from the testing methods,
the trend of the variation of the gauge factors from the both methods are still similar, so the
optimum choice of the nanocomposite can still be made.
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4.0

CNT-POLYIMIDE NANOCOMPOSITES RESPONSE TO TEMPERATURE

4.1

INTRODUCTION

Most strain sensors would work in environments with variation in temperature, while
temperature fluctuation would cause the change in size of the strain gauge, so that the resistance
of the sensor would change. The variation in resistance would be taken as strain if the effect has
not been compensated and that would cause error in the usage of the sensor. So it is very
important to study the relationship between the changes of resistance of the CNT-Polyimide
nanocomposites and temperature variation, and then compensate the effect when designing the
sensor.
In this chapter, the theoretical relationship between the temperature and resistance
changes will be first described, and then experiments would be conducted to measure this
relationship and get the temperature coefficient factor. Finally, a compensation method would be
described.

4.2

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT FACTOR

Since it has been proven that piezoresistive materials are much more sensitive to environment
(especially the temperature variation) than metallic strain gauges, it is necessary to study the
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relationship between the resistances changes with the temperature. The resistance-temperature
relationship is usually approximated by the following linear expression [1]:
(4.1)

Where
respectively, and

and

are reference temperature and the resistance at reference temperature

is the temperature coefficient of the material that is to be determined by

experiment.

4.3

4.3.1

EXPERIMENT

Testing Setup and Procedure

When fabricating the samples, the same procedure of making suspension and printing are used
with the samples for pressure testing in chapter 3, apart from only one difference: changing the
‘ink’ during printing. To ‘change ink’, remove all the material left in the reservoir and replace it
with the suspension that has been ultrasonic in the water bath during the printing period. Since
two samples will be made simultaneously, the printing time for each layer would be 30 min.
After the first layer of the sample#1 is made, fabrication of the first layer of sampler#2 starts, so,
if change the material in the reservoir every one hour and a half, the final two samples with four
layers in total should have same quality of materials. Also, by changing the material, the
distribution of the CNT in the suspension would be better than the suspension stays steady in the
reservoir for six to eight hours when agglomeration of CNT could occur.
In order to evaluate the response of the resistivity of the transducer with temperature
changes, the transducers of different carbon nanotube weight ratio is heated on the hotplate
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simultaneously. Since the transducers themselves are so thin that we can assume the temperature
the transducer is suffering is identical the same with the temperature on the hotplate. The room
temperature of the lab is 20

which is chosen as the starting point of the experiment, and it

would be taken as the reference temperature, then increase to 50 , and following up with a 25

increasing step size of the temperature to finally get the temperature coefficient of the
nanocomposites. After each temperature increase, testing on the impedance would be conducted.
The results from testing are shown in the next section and discussion on the results will be
conducted afterwards.

Figure 4.1 Hotplate for temperature control

4.3.2

Testing Results

The impedances of the samples from 1.2% to 2.0% were tested, and the results are shown in Fig.
4.3.2 to 4.3.6.
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Figure 4.2 Impedance of test sample with CNT concentration of 2.0 wt% with respect to frequency

Figure 4.3 Impedance of test sample with CNT concentration of 2.0wt%
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Figure 4.4 Impedance of test sample with CNT concentration of 1.8wt%

Figure 4.5 Impedance of test sample with CNT concentration of 1.6wt%
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Figure 4.6 Impedance of test sample with CNT concentration of 1.4wt%

Figure 4.7 Impedance of test sample with CNT concentration of 1.2wt%
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4.3.3

Discussion and Conclusions

Depending on the semi-circles shown in figure 4.3 to 4.7, the impedance of the samples
at low frequency (40 Hz) can be extracted. It is a real value, and it is the DC resistance of the
sample. The resistances’ changes with temperature are plotted in Figure 4.8 and the temperature
coefficients are plotted in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.8 Resistance change with temperature of CNT nanocomposites with different CNT concentration
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Figure 4.9 Normalized Temperature Coefficient for CNT nanocomposites with different CNT concentration

From figure 4.3-4.7, there is quite an improvement in the completeness of the semi-circle
of lower CNT concentration. It confirms that the incompleteness in the semi-circle of samples
for pressure testing is caused by CNT agglomeration, and the changing of ‘ink’ is an efficient
way to eliminate this effect. The improvement in the suspension procedure like doing
functionalization of carbon nanotube before making the carbon nanotube suspension and
utilizing higher power of ultrasonication may also give better results, but these won’t be
discussed in this research.
Based on Figure 4.8, the resistance decreases as the temperature increases, and the
relationship between the resistance changes with temperature follows linear relationship. So if
the temperature effect is not properly compensated, when the working environment has a higher
temperature than the calibration environment, the resistance change with strain would be under
estimated and if working environment has the lower temperature, it would be overestimated.
Either way will make the error in application of the transducers in strain/pressure testing. These
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results also imply how important it is to consider the temperature effect on the performance of
the semiconductor piezoresistive sensor (CNT-polyimide nanocomposite piezoresistive sensor in
this case).
From both figure 4.8 and 4.9, it is shown that the temperature coefficient increases as the
concentration of CNT increases, which implies that transducer of higher concentration of CNT
will be less sensitive to the temperature and the resistance change caused by temperature change
is less severe than the ones of lower CNT concentration.
It is also proved in the testing procedure that the impedance change immediately when
the actual temperature on the hotplate approaches the targeting value, and in 1 second, the
impedance would be steady and remains unchanged until the temperature change again. Also, as
long as the temperature changes between 20

and 150

, the thermo-expansion of the

transducer is ‘elastic’, which means the resistance will always change back to the original value
once the temperature drops back.
By using the temperature coefficient, it is possible to compensate the temperature effect
on the transducer. There are several ways to compensate the temperature effect. Dummy gauge is
one of them. A dummy gauge should have same temperature coefficient with the active gauge,
they can be devices with same material same geometry. A dummy gauge is placed next to the
active gauge suffering same environment and should not be subjected to any strain. The dummy
gauge is then connected to the Wheatstone bridge to the testing the active gauge to cancel out the
temperature effect.
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Table 4.1 Temperature Coefficient Summary

CNT concentration Reference resistance (ohm) Normalized temperature coefficient
1.2%

188848.1

-0.0023

1.4%

16603.74

-0.0012

1.6%

12348.44

-0.0016

1.8%

6970.561

-0.0009

2.0%

8033.886

-0.0013
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5.0

CNT-POLYIMIDE NANOCOMPOSITES RESPONSE TO HUMIDITY

5.1

INTRODUCTION

Apart from temperature, humidity is another factor that would affect the performance of the
nanocomposite strain sensor. How the humidity affects the electric property of the
nanocomposite should be studied. Theoretically, it should be the gauge factor change with
humidity of the nanocomposites should be evaluated, but due to the fact that nether the tensile
testing nor the pressure testing system is suitable working in harsh environment which humidity
change dramatically, here, the DC resistance change with humidity would be measured instead.
If resistance does change with humidity, to prevent the humidity effect on gauge factor, actions
to prevent the humidity effect should be conducted. Since Parylene has been proven to be a good
moisture barrier, parylene will be coated on the thin film if needed.

5.2

5.2.1

EXPERIMENT

Testing Setup and Procedure

There are several methods to control the humidity of the environment. There are commercialized
humidity testing systems with high accuracy humidity manipulation, and there is saturated salt
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solution method to make several fixed humidity level in an enclosed chamber. But, here since the
samples are small and flexible, another method will be used. Figure 5.1 shows the setup for
humidity control. The chamber used here is so small that about 1000ml of water could affect the
humidity inside the chamber dramatically. So, after put the samples of different CNT
concentration on the stage, a container with 1000 ml warm water of 60

would be placed

beneath the samples. A thermometer and a hygrometer are then placed in the chamber. After
about one hour, the humidity stays at the relative humidity of 97% and the temperature inside the
chamber stays around the room temperature which is 20 . That is when the water is replaced by

a container with 5 grams of dry P2O5 which is a strong desiccant. After the replacement, the
humidity in the chamber is about 95%, and then it will gradually decrease. The resistances of the
samples are then measured by a multi-meter at humidity from 90% to 10% with the humidity
step size 10%. The testing results are then normalized and the resistances at 30RH% are taken as
the reference because it is the room humidity in the lab.

Figure 5.1 Chamber Setup

The testing results shows a change in resistance with humidity for all the samples
measured, so it is necessary to build a barrier to block the water vapor. In this experiment, 0.5
grams of Parylene powder is used, and the coating is conducted by using Specialty Coating
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System PDS 2010. A 250 nm thick layer of parylene is generated covering the surface of
nanocomposite thin film. Then the humidity testing procedure is conducted again.

5.2.2

Testing Results

The normalized resistance with humidity change of the nanocomposite of concentration of
1.2wt%, 1.4wt%, 1.6wt%, 1.8wt% and 2.0% are plotted in figure 5.2, where the resistance at
relative humidity of 30% is taken as the reference resistance. And in figure 5.3, the resistance
change with humidity is shown after the samples were coated with parylene.

Figure 5.2 Normalized Resistances response to Humidity
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Figure 5.3 Normalized Resistance respond to Humidity with Parylene Coating

5.2.3

Discussion and Conclusions

The DC resistances of the nanocomposites do change as humidity in the environment
varies. Figure 5.3 shows that regardless of the difference in CNT concentration, all the
nanocomposites have the change in resistance with humidity following similar trend. At
humidity below 30%RH, as humidity decrease, the resistances increase and the change can be as
high as 0.015. While, when the humidity increase from 30%RH to 80%RH, the resistance
decrease as humidity increase, until humidity rise to 90%RH, that all the samples have a rise in
resistance. Apart from at humidity at 90%RH, the resistance change of the nanocomposite with
different carbon nanotube concentration are very similar, showing as a lot of overlap in figure
5.3. This means among the concentrations chosen in this research, the nanocomposite have
similar property respond to humidity.
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After the parylene coating, the changes in resistance drop to almost zero at humidity from
20%RH to 80%RH. Even for 10%RH and 90%RH, though not zero, the resistance change drops
to at least 1/10 of ones before parylene coating. This means, parylene packaging does eliminate
the humidity impact on the electric property of the nanocomposite.
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6.0

GEOMETRY EFFECT

In the previous chapters, the gauge factor or sensitivity was calibrated by fabricating sample of
rectangular shape with length ten times larger than its width. For uniaxial tension, transducer
with this rectangular shape should have relative precise gauge factor. But, in practice, the sample
or transducer suffer from biaxial deformation under uniaxial tension, and rectangular shape can’t
fully reflect the deformation under pressure. In this chapter, the mathematical descriptions of the
resistance of trapezoid and ring are derived and the sensitivity is then defined. Thanks to the
advantages of inkjet printer, it is possible to build trapezoidal and circular pattern. Experiments
are then conducted to get the sensitivity of CNT-PI nanocomposites with 1.8wt% of CNT with
trapezoidal and circular shape with uniaxial load or pressure.

6.1

SUSPENSION FABRICATION (1.8%WT CNT)

CNT is dispersed in to NMP with weight ratio of 1:1000, and PI is diluted in to NMP with
weight ratio of 1:2. These two suspensions are then stirred at 1200 rpm for 3 hours separately
and the CNT suspension is put into ultrasonic water bath for 5 hours. Then these two suspensions
were mixed together, and stir for another hour. Then this suspension would be ultrasonic for 10
hours till it is ready to be printed.
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Table 6.1 Suspension Fabrication
1.8WT%

CNT

NMP(CNT)

PI

NMP(PI)

Nominal

0.018g

18g

0.982g

1.964g

Actual

0.0181

18.0346

1.0566

2.1190

Use 2.9338(2.946g)g total

6.2

PRINTING PROCEDURE

In order to make continuous pattern by drop-on-demand inkjet printing technique which generate
discrete drops, the step size of the movement of printer head is set to be smaller than the
diameter of the drops, so there would be overlap of the drops. This overlap is necessary to build
continuous pattern but may affect the distribution of the CNT on the substrate because the large
percentage of NMP make the suspension with low viscosity and the CNT would flow around
caused by the interaction of the drops. To eliminate this interaction, a rubber heater is placed on
the stage of the printer; it can heat up the substrate to 120

to speed up the evaporation of

NMP. Observation through the experimental procedure shows the NMP in one drop can be
totally evaporated before next drop is placed, so the interaction between the drops is eliminated.
The photos of the samples are shown below:
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(a)

Rectangle

(b)

Trapezoid

(c)

Ring

Figure 6.1 Photos of Sample

The samples of rectangle and trapezoid shape were put into tensile tester to calibrate the
gauge factor. The pressure vessel was used for the measurement of ring shaped, and the center of
the ring was the same with the round substrate.
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6.3

6.3.1

FORMULA DERIVATION

Trapezoid

6.3.1.1 Definition for resistance

Figure 6.2 Trapezoid

(6.1)

Consider dR in serial and integrate on x direction:
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Assume

to have

(6.2)

Define

and

to represent the length of the two parallel sides where

, and as indicated before that

and

is the height, then

(6.3)

6.3.1.2 Definition for Sensitivity
Based on the definition of resistance (6.3) and for isotropic linear elastic material
(6.4)

Where

and

are constants. So

(6.5)

(6.6)

Where L=

is a constant.

Still considering uniaxial tension on the x direction:

ratio and
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,

is the poison’s

(6.7)

So the Gauge factor for a trapezoid shape sensor is:
(6.8)

Comparing the equation (6.8) with the equation (3.6):

, the

difference is (6.8) have the factor L which is determined by the size of the two parallel size. So
by changing the L, it is possible to increase the sensitivity of the sensor.

6.3.2

Ring

Figure 6.3 Sector and Ring
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6.3.2.1 Definition for Resistance
For a sector with angle

(6.9)

Integrate on r direction considering dR in serial:
(6.10)

(6.11)

For a full ring with

,

(6.12)

Where t is the thickness, R1 and R2 are the inner and outer radius of the ring, and

is the

resistivity of the material.

6.3.2.2 Definition for Sensitivity
For isotropic linear elastic material, assume

and

, where r is the variable,

and r1 and r2 are constants. Based on equation (6.12)
(6.13)

(6.14)
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(6.15)

Given

and

,

(6.16)

Generally, using Barlow’s Equation, the stress found is

, and the linearized Hook’s Law

doesn’t apply in this case, but it has been proved that the change in resistance and pressure have
a linear relationship between them. So the safe way to define the sensitivity of the ring shaped
pressure sensor is direct relate the pressure with the resistance change:
(6.17)

However, in this case, the ring is placed on the center of the channel, the deformation only vary
on radius direction and the deformation on thickness direction

and

, so from

equation (6.12) to get
(6.18)

(6.19)

Define the gauge factor as

.
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6.4

SENSITIVITY CALIBRATION

For rectangular and trapezoidal shaped transducer, the uniaxial tension is applied using the same
testing system in section 3.4 while for ring shaped ones, system used in section 3.5 to apply
pressure on the membrane and collect the impedance of the transducer under different pressure.
The sensitivity of the transducer of each pattern can then be evaluated.

6.4.1 Results and Discussions

The impedance Cole-Cole plot of ring shaped sample testing is shown in Figure 6.4, and the
sensitivities of the thin film of rectangle, trapezoid and ring shape are summarized in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.4 Impedance of Ring Shaped Transducer
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Figure 6.5 Sensitivity Summary

The difference of the sensitivity of rectangle and trapezoid can be proved by the
definition of the gauge factor, that in this case the h2/h1=2 and the sensitivity of the trapezoid
pattern is smaller than the one of the rectangle. However, the gauge factor of ring shaped isn’t
comparable with the other two because the different definition. But this result explains the
different ‘gauge factor’ got from chapter 3 from two different testing method (i.e. tensile testing
and pressure vessel).
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7.0

7.1

CONCLUSIONS

PRINTING ADVANTAGES

Previous researchers utilize spin coating to fabricate the nanocomposite thin film on the
polyimide substrate [6] or manually use transfer pipe or small brush to paint on the substrate [5].
Comparing to the traditional methods, inkjet printing method shows lots of advantages. Table 7.1
gives a brief summary to show the advantages. In the table, number 1, 2 and 3 are used to show
ranks of each method in each specific aspect.
Table 7.1 Comparison of Different thin film Fabrication Methods

Printing Spin Coat Painting
Material Efficiency

1

3

2

Geometry Control

1

3

2

Fabrication Speed

2

3

1

Repeatability

1

2

3

Flexibility

1

3

2

1

2

3

Easy for industrial usage
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Utilizing printing methods makes almost zero material waste. Both drop size and the
location of the drop on the substrate can be precisely controlled, which makes every drop of the
material in use. While using spin coating, only less than one third of the dropped material stays
on the substrate while rests are spread out. When painting manually, the drop size is so large that
it is easy to flow around before the solvent evaporate, and that may also make non-uniform
distribution of the material on the substrate. Also, the geometry of the thin film can be easily
controlled. The thin film can be rectangular, circular or any kind of shape in need and the only
thing need to do is to adjust the program in the printer controlling software. The resolution can
be high, based on the lab condition, the size of the nozzle of printer head can be 60 μm or 80 μm
which makes drop size around 80 μm or 100 μm respectively. Based on that, the thin film of
nanocomposite can be small in size and it is possible to print on flexible substrate.
Due to the limitation of the printer used in this research, the printing process is tedious: it
takes 30 min to print single layer of 15mm*1.5mm triangular with 2250 drops. Manually painting
is the most practical choice in the lab, one can fabricate as many as specimens as possible.
However, printing procedure can be speed up by using multi-print head printers or multi-nozzles
print heads.
Printing method also shows great advantage in repeatability. Figure 7.1 shows the
samples under SEM and optical microscope, both pictures shows that the distribution of the
drops are uniform and have similar amount of carbon nanotube each drop. It suggests that
samples with same geometry and similar CNT distribution can be repeated.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 7.1 Photos of printed sample

7.2

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

The main object of this research is to use inkjet printing method to fabricate CNT-PI
nanocomposite thin film, and characterize its piezoresistive property for strain or pressure
testing.
The CNT-PI nanocomposite with the best sensitivity was found by using tensile testing
and pressure vessel. Using the tensile testing method, continuous uniaxial load was applied on
the substrate and the DC resistance variations of different CNT weight ratio in the
nanocomposite was monitored, and the gauge factors were calculated. In order to understand the
electric property of the nanocomposite, impedance need to be tested, and one advantage of using
pressure vessel is the impedance at some specific pressure level, in other words the transducer
under specific strain, can be evaluated. The pressure on the transducer can be controlled and can
be kept in a static state. Both the results from the two testing methods indicate the same CNT
weight ratio of the nanocomposite should be the best choice for strain/pressure sensing, although
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the ‘gauge factor’ got from the two testing method were not the same. The definition of the
gauge factor seems to show that the gauge factor is a constant depend on the material property
and the geometry change, however, simplifications were made when deriving the formula and
the definition should be vary depending on different loading type and the different geometry of
the transducer to achieve a more precise description of the piezoresistive property of the
transducer. Using the same material, different patterns of the transducer were made. And
considering the different possible application, the specific gauge factors of the transducers under
specific kind of load were derived and experiments were conducted to calibrate the gauge factor.
Considering the possible requirements for strain sensor for variable cross section, trapezoid
shaped thin film were made, the experiment result showed the trapezoid shaped thin film can
have a smaller gauge factor compare to a traditional rectangular transducer. However, it proved
the mathematical formula that by changing the ratio of the two parallel edges, it is possible to
have a gauge factor increment. The ring shaped should works best for pressure testing, especially
the transducer is placed co-centered with the vessel and the ring has a small inner radius, the
possible error on the gauge factor calculation caused by the un-uniform deformation on angular
direction can be eliminated.
Temperature has giant effect on the performance of the piezoresistive strain/pressure
sensing. The temperature coefficient of the nanocomposites were found, and it also shows that
the 1.8wt% CNT-PI nanocomposite not only have a higher sensitivity of strain, but with lower
sensitivity of temperature. Using the temperature coefficient, a dummy gauge can be used or a
circuit can be added in the testing Wheatstone bridge to compensate the temperature effect.
Humidity also could affect the performance of the transducer, and the parylene coating can
effectively eliminate this affection.
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When considering the humidity effect on the performance of the thin film, only the
resistance change with humidity was tested. However, the gauge factor of the thin film under
different humidity should be tested in the future. That will show how the performance of the
transducer can be effected by the humidity and the right amount of parylene coating should be
evaluated to eliminate the effect without intervene the mechanical performance of the thin film.
From this research, the gauge factor or sensitivity of the CNT-PI nanocomposite
strain/pressure sensor are around 3 to 8, which don’t show dominant advantage over other
possible semiconductor nanocomposite strain gauge. Graphene-PI nanocomposites have shown a
much higher gauge factor but due to the limitation of the thin film fabrication method, there are
few consistent gauge factor reported. The inkjet printing technique has shown several advantages
in building more uniform nanocomposite thin layer and in controlling the pattern geometry. It is
possible to characterize the piezoresistive property of Graphene-PI nanocomposites with the
inkjet printing method.
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